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Gravity Effects on the Dynamics of Evaporating Droplets
in a Heated Jet
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Dispersion and vaporization behavior of liquid fuel droplets in a heated axisymmetric jet is studied using
detailed flow visualization based on numerical simulations. Results show that the gravity has a strong effect on
the dynamics of jet shear layer and droplets. The presence of gravity introduces the buoyancy-induced hydro-
dynamic instability, causing the large vortical structures to appear without any external perturbation. The
droplet dispersion and vaporization behavior is influenced by both the vortex structures and the gravity. Three
regimes, distinguished by the Stokes number St and the ratio of droplet terminal velocity to characteristic gas
velocity Vr, are identified to characterize the effects of vortex structures and gravity on droplet dispersion. At
low S/ and Vr, the droplets behave like gas particles. In the second regime, 0.1 < St < 0.64 and 0.04 < Vr <
0.3, due to the centrifugal action of the vortex structures the droplets are dispersed more than the gas particles.
At the lower end of the third regime, the droplet motion is affected by both the vortex structures and the gravity,
whereas at the higher end it is affected more by gravity. The effect of vaporization is to shift the Stokes number
range for the three regimes.

Nomenclature
B = Spalding transfer number
CD = droplet drag coefficient
Cp = specific heat
D = vapor/air binary diffusion coefficient
dk = droplet diameter
g = acceleration of gravity
H = heat transferred from gas phase to droplet per unit

mass of fuel vaporized
H = MIL
h = heat transfer coefficient
L = latent heat of vaporization
Le = Lewis number, \/(pDCp)
M = molecular weight
mk = droplet vaporization rate
m"k = droplet vaporization flux rate, mk/(7rdl)
mk = normalized droplet vaporization rate, rhkl(2TrpDdk)
Nu = Nusselt number
P = pressure
Pe = Peclet number, RePr
Pr = Prandtl number
R = universal gas constant
Re = Reynolds number
r = radial distance for gas-phase
Sc = Schmidt number
Sh = Sherwood number
St = Stokes number, tkltf
T = temperature
TR = boiling temperature
r() = initial droplet temperature
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t = time
tf = characteristic flow time
tk = droplet aerodynamic response time, pkdl/(18iJig)
u = axial velocity
V, = droplet terminal velocity, pkdlg/(lSfJLg)
v = radial velocity
x = axial location of droplet
Y = mass fraction
y = radial location of droplet
z = axial distance
a = thermal diffusivity
A = thermal conductivity
ju, = dynamic viscosity
p = density

Subscripts
F = fuel vapor
g - gas-phase
/ - /th species
k = droplet characteristic or group
/ = liquid-phase
s = surface
30 = ambient condition

Introduction

G RAVITY influences combustion phenomena in many
significant ways. Combustion systems where gravity plays

a key role include burning droplets, jet diffusion flames, freely
propagating premixed flames, candle flames, flames over solid
and liquid pools, and other heterogeneous flames.1 Since the
pioneering work of Burke and Schumann2 and Hottel and
Hawthorne,3 the gaseous diffusion flames, because of their
practical and scientific importance, have been extensively
studied over many decades. More recently, opportunities
provided by the microgravity (/jig) environment at ground-
based and space facilities have motivated additional research
in this area, focusing on the effects of gravity on the diffusion
flames.4"9 It has been found4"9 that the reduction of gravity
introduces drastic changes in both the steady-state and the
dynamic characteristics of these flames. Under /jig conditions,
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the diffusion becomes a more dominant transport mechanism
and the residence time is increased. Consequently, the jug
diffusion flames are much taller, wider, sootier, and more
radiating compared to the corresponding normal gravity (Ig)
flames. The ^g and Ig flames also differ in structural details
and their dependence on pressure, oxygen concentration, and
Reynolds number. In addition, the Ig flames are subjected
to the buoyancy-induced hydrodynamic instability, which is
responsible for the presence of large vortical structures out-
side of the flame.7"9 These low-frequency, slowly moving outer
structures interact strongly with the flame surface, creating a
wrinkled flame, and are responsible for the flame flicker. In
jitg conditions, these structures are not present.

The transitional behavior of diffusion flames also exhibit
fundamental differences in Ig and jug conditions.5-6 At Ig,
transition is first observed at the flame tip, and with increasing
Reynolds number, instability moves closer to the flame base.
At jug, transition is associated with the appearance of inter-
mittent disturbances that form at the base and move down-
stream. In addition, the buoyancy-generated turbulence aids
in transition to turbulent flame at Ig, whereas the transition
occurs over a much longer range of Reynolds number at jug.
The blowoff limits are also significantly extended for jug dif-
fusion flames.

While the gaseous diffusion flames under Ig and fjig con-
ditions have been extensively investigated, the research fo-
cusing on the effects of gravity on liquid-fuel spray diffusion
flames is rather limited. Additional complications arising from
gravity in a spray flame are due to the effect of gravity on
droplet motion, causing droplet settling and stratification in
droplet concentration, and the dynamic interactions of drop-
lets with outer buoyancy-driven structures. These interac-
tions, which involve the influence of outer structures on the
dispersion and vaporization behavior of droplets, and the ef-
fect of dispersed phase on the development of buoyancy-
driven instability, are expected to play an intrinsic role in the
dynamics of spray flames.

In this article, the dynamics and dispersion behavior of n-
heptane droplets in a heated axisymmetric jet is studied via
numerical simulations. The gravity is considered a parameter.
The overall objective is to study the fundamental processes
of spray diffusion flames in laminar and transitional regimes
under the influence of gravity. In this first study, the physical
model is simplified by considering a heated jet issuing into a
slower cold coflow, so that the complexities due to chemical
reactions and the effects of dispersed phase on gas-phase pro-
cesses can be avoided. The dispersion behavior of nonevap-
orating and evaporating droplets injected into the jet shear
layer, where the fluid dynamics and heat transport processes
are dominated by buoyancy-induced vortical structures, is in-
vestigated. Results presented focus on the effect of evapo-
ration on the droplet dispersion behavior in the presence
of large vortex structures, and the role of gravity in the dis-
persion process. Several experimental and computational stud-
ies10"18 have been reported in recent years, examining the
dispersion behavior of particles or nonevaporating droplets
in the presence of shear-induced vortex structures. These studies
indicate that the dynamics of particles in the near shear-layer
region is controlled by the large structures, which enhance
the dispersion of intermediate size particles. The effect of
vortex structures on particle dispersion is characterized by St,
defined as the ratio of the particle response time to the char-
acteristic flow time. The cited studies, however, do not con-
sider the effect of evaporation on the dispersion behavior.

Physical Model
Figure 1 shows the physical system simulated in the present

study. The heated air jet at a velocity of 1.0 m/s and tem-
perature of 1200 K issuing into a coflow at velocity of 0.2 m/
s and temperature of 294 K is considered. The jet diameter
is 2.54 cm, and the computational domain in the radial di-

Coflowing Cold Air Droplet Generator

Hot Air Jet

Fig. 1 Schematic of a buoyant hot air jet in a coflowing cold airstream
at Ig.

rection is 15 cm. For the heated jet at Ig, the buoyancy-
induced vortex structures are observed in the jet shear layer.
The dynamics of these structures is simulated by solving the
time-dependent, axisymmetric gas-phase equations. The n-
heptane droplets of different diameters are then injected into
the jet shear layer from the specified radial locations, and
their dispersion and vaporization behavior is investigated by
solving the appropriate droplet equations.

Gas-Phase Equations
The time-dependent governing equations written in cylin-

drical (z, r) coordinate system for an axisymmetric heated jet
arpare

dt dz dr dz dr

(1)

The general form of Eq. (1) represents the continuity, mo-
mentum, or energy equation, depending on the variable used
for <i>. Table 1 gives the transport coefficients F* and the
source terms 5* that appear in the governing equations. In
this table, ju, A, and Cp are, respectively, the viscosity, thermal
conductivity, and specific heat of air. They are considered
functions of temperature.

Liquid-Phase Equations
The Lagrangian approach is employed to compute the prop-

erties of each droplet as it travels in a heated jet shear flow.
The equations governing the variation of position, velocity,
and size for a given droplet k along its trajectory are

dt

dt

dr

Ad,
At

2m "k

Pk

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Table 1 Transport coefficients and source terms appearing in governing equations
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24
D ~ fo*

1 +

fo* ^

(7)

(8)

The following expressions19 are used for heat and mass
transfer rates to the drop:

2(NPILe)/,,(\ + B)
(1 + £)17/^ - 1

ra^.

PD = 2NS /„(! + B)

and B is given by

B =

(9)

(10)

(U)

Np and Ns are the corrective factors to consider the convective
effect on heat and mass transfer, and are calculated using
semi-empirical relations19:

NP or Ns = 1 +
Q.278/?e1/2(Pr or 5c)1/3

+ 1.232/(fo*(ProrSc)4/3]1/2 (12)

In order to complete the solution, the drop surface tem-
perature and the fuel mass fraction at the drop surface must
be known. The two equations required to solve for these
quantities are provided by the fuel vapor pressure relationship
and the energy equation in the liquid. The vapor pressure
relationship has the form

YFs = f(T,, F, Yh) (13)

The transient heat transport within the droplet is represented
by the unsteady heat diffusion equation in a spherically sym-
metric geometry. The solution of this equation involves a
moving boundary-value problem as the droplet is evaporating.
This problem can be reformulated by using a transformation
to make the boundary stationary. The transformed governing
equation20 is

dT, _ J_ _£_
si f2 df' dr

rmkX idTl

LeCpp,a, \dr̂  (14)

with the initial and boundary conditions as

f, = 0 at i = 0

df, rhk(H - 1)LA at f = 1

(15)

(16)

(17)

where T,(f, f) and f are, respectively, the normalized liquid
temperature and radial location inside the droplet, and t is
the normalized time variable. These are given by

T, = (T, - T0)/(TB - T0)

f = 2rldk

4 .

(18)

(19)

(20)

The vapor pressure relationship and other properties used
for the liquid and gas phases are summarized in the Appendix.
The droplet model includes the effects of variable thermo-
physical properties and nonunity Eewis number in the gas film
outside the droplet. The thermophysical properties are cal-
culated at an average reference state defined as

where 0 is a generic quantity representing either mass fraction
or temperature, and a is selected to be 0.7. The subscripts gs
and g represent the gas-phase property at the droplet surface
and outside the gas film, respectively.

It should be noted that in the present vaporization model,
the effect of transient heating is incorporated by using the
conduction-limit model.20 This model is deemed satisfactory
in the present study, since the maximum droplet Reynolds
number during droplet lifetime is less than 10, and, therefore,
the effect of internal circulation is expected to be negligible.
For the same reason, the effect of gas-phase convection on
the heat and mass transport is represented by semi-empirical
correlations, Eq. (12).

Numerical Model
An implicit algorithm is employed to solve the unsteady

gas-phase equations. The finite difference forms of the mo-
mentum equations are obtained using an implicit QUICKEST
scheme.21 The governing equations are integrated on a non-
uniform staggered-grid system. An iterative alternative di-
rection implicit (ADI) technique is used for solving the re-
sulting sets of algebraic equations. At every time step, the
pressure field is calculated by solving the pressure Poisson
equations simultaneously and utilizing the lower and upper
diagonal (LU) matrix decomposition technique.

Figure 2 shows the grid system and the computational do-
main used in the present study. Grid lines are clustered near
the shear layer to resolve the steep gradients of the dependent
variables. Boundaries of the computational domain are shifted
sufficiently to minimize the propagation of disturbances into
region of interest. The flow variables at the outflow boundary
are obtained using an extrapolation procedure with weighted
zero and first-order terms. The main criterion used in selecting
the weighting functions is that the vortices crossing this out-
flow boundary should leave smoothly without being distorted.

The liquid-phase equations are advanced in time by a sec-
ond-order accurate Runge-Kutta method. Since the gas-phase
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solution employs an implicit procedure, the temporal step size
used for integrating the liquid-phase equations is usually smaller
than that for gas-phase equations. An automatic procedure
is implemented in order to select an optimum liquid-phase
time step. The procedure involves calculating the character-
istic thermal response time, velocity response time, and va-
porization time for each droplet group, and then selecting the
temporal step size as a fraction (two-hundredth) of the small-
est of these time scales. A detailed examination of the various
time scales, based on numerical experiments, revealed that
the temporal step size is determined by either the thermal
response time or the velocity response time of a given droplet
group. The number of subcycles for advancing the liquid-
phase solution for each gas-phase cycle typically varies from
1 to 30, depending upon the droplet size.

The procedure to advance the two-phase solution over one
gas-phase time step A^ is as follows. Using the known gas-
phase properties, the liquid-phase equations are solved over
the specified number of liquid-phase subcycles. A third-order
accurate Lagrangian polynomial method is used for interpo-
lating the gas-phase properties from the nonuniform fixed grid
to the droplet characteristic location. Figure 3 shows the gas-
phase cells surrounding a droplet characteristic. The variable
0£<A. represents the interpolated value of the gas-phase vari-
able at the ^-characteristic location. It should be noted that
the interpolation scheme for the gas-phase velocities u and v

400 1 = 151

0 50 100 150

r(mm)
Fig. 2 Typical grid system used for simulations.

is based on their respective grid cells because of the use of a
staggered grid in gas-phase calculation. It is also important
to find the best-fit nine grid points at each characteristic lo-
cation for better interpolation. The nine grid points shown in
Fig. 3 correspond to the characteristic location in the shaded
region. The droplet properties are updated after every liquid-
phase subcycle. The gas-phase properties are then updated
by solving Eq. (1), as desribed earlier.

Results and Discussion
For the base case, a jet at a velocity of 1.0 m/s and tem-

perature of 1200 K issuing into a coflow at a velocity of 0.2
m/s and temperature of 294 K is considered. The computa-
tional domain is 15 cm in the radial direction and 40 cm in
the axial direction. The jet diameter is 2.54 cm. A nonuniform
grid system with 151 x 61 grid points, with a large number
of grid points clustered in the shear layer, is utilized. The
minimum grid spacing is about 0.079 cm, and the Courant,
Friedrichs, and Lewy (CFL) number is 0.2. Several diagnostic
runs were made to assure that the gas-phase simulations are
reasonably independent of the grid size and CFL number.
Results from one of these runs, indicating the grid-indepen-
dence of the gas-phase solution, are given in Fig. 4, which
shows the instantaneous iso-temperature contours for two grid
densities for the heated jet at Ig. The effect of CFL number
on the gas-phase solution was also evaluated, and the CFL
number of 0.2 was found to be in the range where the solution
is insensitive to the temporal step size A^. The temporal step
size for droplet calculation A^ was also taken in the range
where the droplet results are independent of A^,, as described
earlier.

Dynamics of Cold and Heated Jets
The stability characteristics of cold and heated jets under

0 and Ig conditions are examined first without injecting drop-
lets into the jet shear layer. Based on the jet velocity of 1.0
m/s and the diameter of 2.54 cm, the cold and heated jets
represent flows with Reynolds number of 1.546 x 103 and
1.50 x 102, respectively. The latter is calculated using the
density and viscosity of air at 1200 K. Due to the velocity
gradient, the jet shear layer exhibits Kelvin-Helmholtz-type
instability, which is characterized by the formation of large
toroidal vortices. However, to simulate these vortices a low-
amplitude perturbation, either external or inherent in the
calculations, is required. Numerical experiments were per-
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Fig. 3 Best-fit grid cells for the interpolation.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of temperature contours for the heated jet with
two grid densities.
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Fig. 5 Iso-vorticity contours for the cold jet for four different cases: a) without external forcing, b) white-noise forcing, c) forcing the central
high-speed jet at a frequency of 20 Hz, and d) forcing the low-speed annulus flow at a frequency of 20 Hz. Jet Reynolds number is 1.546 x 103.
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Iso-temperature contours for the hot jet at a) 0 and b) Ig.

formed on these jets for triggering the shear-layer instability
and the results are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6.

To determine whether the noise inherent in the calculations
is sufficient or not for the development of the shear-layer
instabilities, both the cold and heated jets are simulated with-
out introducing any external perturbation. Cold-jet calcula-
tions performed with different grid systems and time steps
have converged to a steady-state solution that is given in Fig.
5a. The iso-vorticity contours of this figure show that the shear
layer is laminar without having flow instabilities. These cal-
culations suggest that the noise in the present simulations is
not sufficient for the manifestation and growth of the shear-
layer instabilities. Therefore, as an alternative, attempts were
made to make the calculated jet shear layer unsteady by pro-
viding it with external perturbations.

The following types of external perturbations are consid-
ered in the present study: 1) computer-generated white noise
superimposed on the convective flow at all the grid points
within a circular region of two-grid radius and centered in the
jet shear layer at z = 8 mm, 2) forcing the entire central high-

speed jet to oscillate at a frequency of 20 Hz, and 3) forcing
the low-speed annulus flow to oscillate at 20 Hz. Instanta-
neous vorticity fields resulting from the calculations using the
above three types of perturbations are depicted in Figs. 5b-
5d, respectively. The magnitude of forcing (velocity fluctua-
tion) for different perturbation modes was fixed at 3% of the
local axial velocity. Forcing frequency (20 Hz) used for the
latter two modes was equal to the peak-amplification fre-
quency noted from the calculations made with white-noise
perturbations (obtained from the fast Fourier transformation
of the time data). The iso-vorticity contours of Figs. 5b-5d
indicate that all the three types of external perturbation are
magnified similarly and resulted in toroidal vortices of same
size. Due to the lower-magnitude velocity fluctuations used
in the last case (3% of the annulus air velocity of 0.2 m/s) the
instability is somewhat weaker (Fig. 5b) in the region z < 80
mm compared to that seen for the other two cases (Fig. 5c
and 5d).

It is clearly evident from Fig. 5 that the shear layer of the
cold jet (Re = 1.546 x 103) becomes unsteady only in the
presence of external perturbations, and the flow structure
seems to be insensitive to the type of perturbation used. For
the corresponding heated jet case (jet velocities the same as
those of the cold-flow case) the shear layer might be expected
to be stable as the effective Reynolds number based on air
density and viscosity at 1200 K is reduced by a factor of about
10. Because of the presence of density variation in the heated-
jet case, simulations are made by 1) neglecting the gravita-
tional force and 2) assuming that gravity acts in a direction
opposite to that of the jet flow, which represents the vertically
mounted jets. Computed jets for both the cases are shown in
Fig. 6 using iso-temperature contours.

Calculations made by neglecting gravitational force yielded
a solution that has no vortical structures in the shear layer
(Fig. 6a). Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities did not develop even
when the shear layer was excited using the previously de-
scribed perturbation methods. However, when the gravity
term was introduced in the axial momentum equation, large-
scale vortex structures appeared due to the buoyancy-induced
instability of the heated-jet shear layer (Fig. 6b). It is im-
portant to note that these structures are produced without
using any external forcing, and their dynamics are found to
be unaltered by the superimposition of the three different
external perturbations discussed earlier. This is in contrast to
the dynamics of shear-induced vortex structures. The buoyant
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acceleration of hot gases at Ig helps the formation of large
vortex structures, while at Og, due to the low Reynolds num-
ber, the jet shear layer exhibits a behavior typical of a laminar
flow. The temporal evolution of buoyancy-induced vortices
for the Ig case is shown in Fig. 7. Computed temperature
data along the radial direction at two axial locations are re-
corded over a period of 250 ms, and the evolution is shown
in the form of iso-temperature contours. It can be seen that
the vortex structures are highly coherent and periodic. The
frequency of oscillation is 15.8 Hz. Even though the fre-
quencies of the Kelvin-Helmholz instability of the cold jet
and the buoyancy-induced instability of the heated jet are not
much different (20 and 15.8 Hz, respectively), the sizes of the
vortical structures in these two cases (Figs. 5b and 6b) are
significantly different. The number of vortical structures pres-
ent within an axial distance of 200 mm in the cold and heated
jets are about 6 and 2, respectively. Based on the average
vortex size and the crossing frequency, the average convective
velocities for the cold and heated jets must be approximately
0.6 and 1.5 m/s, respectively. The higher convective velocity
in the case of heated jet is the result of buoyancy.

Effect of Gravity on Droplet Motion
The motion and dispersion characteristics of droplets in the

dynamically evolving flow of heated jet (Fig. 6b) are studied
by injecting droplets of varying size into the shear layer. Fig-
ure 8 shows the effect of gravity on the trajectories of evap-
orating droplets that are injected at the nozzle rim and tra-
verse the unsteady flowfield dominated by large-scale vortical
structures. For this case, the gas-phase simulation is started
at t = 0 and the droplets are injected at t = 0.954 s. During
the period of 0 < t < 0.954 s, the initial flow transient is
convected out of the computational domain. The trajectories
shown in Fig. 8 are computed from / = 0.954-2.226 s by
solving the gas-phase and the droplet equations simultane-
ously. For all the cases considered, the initial droplet velocity
is assumed to be equal to the jet velocity. For the Og case
(Fig. 8b), due to the absence of buoyant vortex structures,
the jet flow has little influence on the droplet trajectory. In
particular, there is virtually no radial dispersion of droplets,
and the initial droplet size does not have much effect on the
trajectory. For the corresponding Ig case, however, the drop-
let motion is strongly influenced by the buoyancy-induced
vortex structures. In addition, it may also be affected by grav-
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Fig. 7 Temporal evolution of buoyancy-generated vortex structures
in terms of iso-temperature contours at two axial locations for the Ig
case of Fig. 6.

ity directly, depending upon the initial droplet size. In fact,
we can identify three different droplet-size regimes given in
Table 2, that are distinguished by the Stokes number and the
ratio of droplet terminal velocity [V, = pkdlg/(l8 jmg)] to
characteristic gas velocity. Here, the Stokes number is defined
by the ratio of tk to tf, the latter defined by the time scale of
large structures. At low Stokes number (initial diameter d0
< 50 jam), the droplets behave like gas particles, and gravity
has no direct influence on their motion as their terminal ve-
locity is small compared to the characteristic gas velocity (Fgas
= 1.5 m/s), the latter being taken as the average convective
velocity of the buoyancy-induced structures. In the second
regime, the Stokes number in the range 0.1 < St < 0.64, the
droplet terminal velocity is still small relative to Vgas. In this
regime, due to the centrifugal action of the vortex struc-
tures, 1(U6-17 the droplets are dispersed more than the gas par-
ticles. This will be discussed quantitatively in the next section.
The third regime is characterized by intermediate to large
values of the Stokes number. At the lower end of this regime,
the droplet motion is affected by both the vortex structures
and the gravity, whereas at the higher end, it is affected more
strongly by gravity. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, the 500-
^un evaporating droplets fall back to the inner jet region due
to the strong effect of gravity.

Table 2 Stokes numbers and droplet terminal
velocities for various droplet diameters

, /urn St m/s
25
50

100
150
200
250
300
500

0.01
0.04
0.16
0.36
0.64
1.00
1.44
4.00

0.006
0.025
0.10
0.23
0.40
0.63
0.90
2.52

Characteristic flow time used in the calculation of Stokes
numbers is 0.063 s based on a vortex frequency of 15.8 Hz.
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Fig. 8 Trajectories of evaporating droplets injected into the hot jet
shear layer under a) 1 and b) Og conditions. Results are shown for a
gas particle and droplets of different initial diameters, with d50 rep-
resenting diameter of 50 /mi, etc.
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Fig. 9 Trajectories of nonevaporating (a and c) and evaporating (b and d) droplets injected at two different injection times for the Ig case.
Droplets in a) and b) are injected at t = 0.954 s and those in c) and d) at t = 0.986 s.

The effect of evaporation on droplet trajectories for the Ig
case is portrayed in Fig. 9, which shows the trajectories of
nonevaporating and evaporating droplets injected at two dif-
ferent times. The difference in the two injection times (/dit)
is one-half the time period of the dominant instability fre-
quency, i.e., the droplets in Figs. 9a and 9b are injected at
time t — r i n j , while those in Figs. 9c and 9d are injected at
t = tin- + /dif. Important observations from this figure are as
follows:

1) In the low Stokes number range, the trajectories of evap-
orating droplets are qualitatively similar to those of non-
evaporating droplets, except that the Stokes number de-
creases along the trajectory for the evaporating case. As a
consequence, the evaporating droplets follow the gas motion
more closely than the corresponding nonevaporating droplets
(see Figs. 9a and 9b).

2) In the intermediate Stokes number range (0.36 < St <
1.4), due to the combined effect of vaporization and large
structures in a dynamically evolving flowfield, the trajectories
of evaporating and nonevaporating droplets are significantly
different. For example, compare the trajectories of 200-jam
nonevaporating and evaporating droplets in Figs. 9a and 9b,
respectively.

3) The droplet trajectory exhibits strong sensitivity to the
time (during the dominant instability period) as to when the
droplet is introduced into the shear layer. This can be seen
by comparing the trajectories of same-size droplets in Figs.
9a and 9c. This sensitivity is important, however, only over
the time scale of the dominant frequency. For example, in
the dispersion analysis that involves a time scale much longer
than the instability time scale, this sensitivity would not be
important.

4) The trajectory of a 200-jiun droplet is distinctly different
from those of 150- and 250-jam droplets. This has some im-
portant implication in the size-dependence of the dispersion
function discussed in the next section.

Dispersion Behavior
In order to quantify the effects of vortex structures and

gravity on droplet dispersion, the dispersion function is de-
fined as

N) = N (22)

where N is the total number of droplets in the flowfield at
time /, r, the radial location of droplet / at time t, and rio the
radial injection location of the same droplet at nozzle exit. It
can be expected that the dispersion function is a strong func-
tion of t and droplet diameter dp. In addition, it may be a
function of rift, N, and starting time of injection t0. In the
results presented here, the dispersion function was made sta-
tistically independent of N by using a sufficiently large number
of droplets in the dispersion calculation, and of t0 by per-
forming calculations over a sufficiently large time t. It is also
worth noting that the above dispersion function does not dis-
tinguish between the droplets that move away from the jet
axis and those that move toward it.

Dispersion behavior of droplets in the heated-jet flow is
investigated by continuously injecting single-sized droplets
from a given location. Results of the calculations made with
a large number of droplet injections are shown in Fig. 10 in
the form of simultaneous snapshots (or instantaneous images)
of the flow and droplets. Iso-temperature contours are plotted
using broken lines and the droplet locations are marked with
solid circles. Snapshots for different size droplets are depicted
in this figure, whereas in each individual snapshot locations
of the evaporating and nonevaporating droplets are plotted
on the left and right sides of the symmetric jet, respectively.
Color (represents the size) of the droplet changes from red
to blue as it evaporates from the initial size (at the instant of
injection) to the size of a gas particle, which is taken as 10
jLtm or one-tenth of the initial size, whichever is smaller. Since
the droplets on the right side of the jet represent nonevap-
orating ones, the color of the droplets remains red. As ex-
pected, the snapshot of 50-jam-evaporating droplets shows
that these droplets behave like tracer particles and follow the
iso-temperature contours. In general, due to the higher mo-
mentum, the nonevaporating droplets deviate more from the
iso-temperature contours compared to the evaporating ones.

Dispersion of evaporating and nonevaporating droplets in
a dynamically evolving flow are quite different. The instan-
taneous flowfield shown in Fig. 10 has two large-scale vortices
that are located approximately at z = 70 and 140 mm. The
first vortex (z = 70 mm) is pulling the smaller size droplets
(both the evaporating and nonevaporating ones) radially out-
ward and has little impact on the droplets that are larger than
150 jam. On the other hand, the medium-sized (—150 jam)
nonevaporating and smaller evaporating droplets are im-
pacted more by the second vortex (z = 140 mm). It may also
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be noted from Fig. 10 that in the neighborhood of the second
vortex the evaporating droplets are not dispersed as much as
the nonevaporating ones are. The reason for this difference
may be explained as follows:

The flowfield and the droplet locations near the second
vortex are, in fact, the evolution of the respective ones as-
sociated with the first vortex. It is known that the entrainment
of droplets into the first vortex decreases with the size of the
droplet with a maximum occurring for the gas-like particles.
On the other hand, as the vortex evolves in space and time,
the entrained droplets are centrifuged out of the vortex due
to their inertia, which increases with the droplet size. As a
result, dispersion of nonevaporating droplets in the neigh-
borhood of the second vortex is more for the medium-sized
droplets (—150 /urn). However, evaporating droplets exhibit
a different behavior. Due to the evaporation process that
occurs during the evolution of the flowfield in time and space,
the smaller- and medium-sized droplets are not centrifuged
out of the second vortex. On the other hand, the larger-sized
droplets are not entrained by the first vortex, and hence, are
not dispersed in the neighborhood of the second vortex.

Figure 11 shows the variation of dispersion function with
time for the gas particle and evaporating droplets for different

initial diameter for the Ig case. The dispersion function gen-
erally increases with time as the droplets, that are continu-
ously being injected into the shear layer, are either pulled
radially inward by the heated jet or dispersed radially outward
by the large structures. After t = 0.8 s, the dispersion function
starts leveling out, since some of the injected droplets are
being converted out of the computational domain. In order
to examine the effect of initial droplet size, it is convenient
to plot dispersion function vs size at a fixed t. Figure 12 shows
this plot for the 1 and Og cases, where the dispersion function
at t = 1.27 ms is plotted vs the Stokes number. Three ob-
servations can be made from this figure. First, as expected
and consistent with the results in Fig. 8, the droplet dispersion
for the Og case is negligible compared to that for the Ig case.
Second, the effect of large vortex structures is to enhance the
dispersion of intermediate size droplets. Third, there is a range
of Stokes number near St ~ 0(1), where the droplet dispersion
behavior is modified by the direct effect of gravity. For ex-
ample, the maximization of dispersion function for the inter-
mediate Stokes numbers, which is typically observed in the
shear-induced vortical structures,16-17 is modified by gravity.
As indicated in Fig. 12, there is a drop in the dispersion
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function near St = 0.64 (dp = 200 ^cm), which is believed to
be due to the fact that the effect of gravity on droplet motion
becomes comparable to that of large-scale structures. This is
confirmed by performing a dispersion calculation without the
effect of gravity on droplet motion. The result given in Fig.
13 for the nonevaporating case indicates that the dispersion
function does not experience a drop near St = 0.64 (dp =
200 jam), when the gravity term is excluded from the droplet
equations. Rather, an optimum droplet size is seen to exist,
where the dispersion is maximized. This is consistent with the
results of previous experimental15-16 and computational re-
sults.10-17

Figure 14 shows the effect of injection location on droplet
dispersion for evaporating and nonevaporating droplets at Ig.
The dispersion function is plotted vs initial droplet size for
three injection locations. The important observation is that
the maximum droplet dispersion is achieved by injecting drop-
lets in the jet shear layer (rinj = 1.27 cm), and that the evap-
orating droplets are dispersed less compared to the nonevap-
orating droplets. It is also important to note that as the injection
location is moved to the jet core, the dispersion function does
not show a sudden drop near dp = 200 ^m. This is related
to the fact that the direct effect of gravity is not as strong in
the jet core region as it is in the shear layer region.

Conclusions
Dynamics and dispersions of ^-heptane liquid fuel droplets

in a heated jet are studied via numerical simulations and flow
visualization. The objective of this study is to investigate the
droplet dynamics and vaporization behavior in a heated shear
layer under normal-gravity and zero-gravity environments.
An implicit, third-order accurate upwind numerical scheme
is used to solve the unsteady gas-phase equations. The La-
grangian approach is employed to study the droplet dynamics
and dispersion in a heated shear layer.

Results show that the gravity has a strong effect on the
dynamics of the heated jet shear layer, as well as on the
dispersion and vaporization behavior of droplets. The pres-
ence of gravity introduces the buoyancy-induced hydrody-
namic instability, causing the large vortical structures to ap-
pear without any external perturbation. The dynamics of the
buoyancy-induced instability in a hot jet is compared to that
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a cold jet. While the
large-scale structures in both these cases are highly coherent
and periodic with the respective frequencies of 15.8 and 20
Hz, their sizes and convective velocities are significantly dif-
ferent.

The droplets trajectory plots and the simultaneous snap-
shots of the flow and droplets are employed to analyze the
dynamics of nonevaporating and evaporating droplets under
the influence of buoyancy-induced vortex structures and grav-
ity. Three different droplet-size regimes are identified to char-
acterize the effects of large structures and gravity. These re-
gimes are distinguished by the values of St and Vr. In the first
regime, characterized by small values of St and Vr, the droplet
behavior is akin to that of gas particles. In the second regime,
the droplet dispersion and vaporization behavior is strongly
influenced by large vortical structures and gravity, whereas
in the third regime, the droplet motion is more strongly af-
fected by the direct effect of gravity.

In order to quantify the effect of gravity and large vortex
structures on droplet dynamics, the dispersion function is cal-
culated as a function of initial droplet size for evaporating
and nonevaporating droplets for 1 and Og conditions. The
important observations are as follows:

1) At zero gravity, in the absence of buoyancy-induced
vortex structures, the droplet dispersion is negligibly small
compared to that at normal gravity.

2) The effect of large buoyant structures is to enhance the
dispersion of intermediate size droplets, and can be repre-
sented in terms of the Stokes number.

3) There is a range of Stokes number near unity, where the
correlation between dispersion function and Stokes number,
reported previously for particle-laden shear flows,16-17 is mod-
ified by the direct effect of gravity.

4) The dispersion behavior of nonevaporating droplets is
quite different from that of evaporating droplets. Due to the
centrifugal action of the vortical structures, the intermediate-
sized nonevaporating droplets disperse more than the gas par-
ticles. However, due to the evaporation process, the inter-
mediate-sized evaporating droplets are not centrifuged out of
the vortical structures and consequently disperse less than the
nonevaporating droplets.
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Appendix: Mixture and Fuel Properties
The viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas mixture

are calculated by using the semiempirical formula of Wilke:

" r
^ or Afn = X Xifa

<-=i L
or A,-)

where

cp, = {1 + [(/*, or A,)%or

(8 4- 8M,/My)1/2

The mixture specific heat was calculated as a mole fraction
weighted average of the specific heats of each contributing
species:

c,,,,, = M

Fuel properties for ^-heptane were approximated as a func-
tion of the temperature from the various sources.22-23 In this
study, the following correlations were used:

latent heat of vaporization

L = 316.3(3.204 - r,/168.6)038, kJ kg-1

vapor mass fraction at the droplet surface

binary diffusion coefficient

D = 5.94 x W-6(T/273)l-™P-1, m2 s~\ with P in atm

vapor specific heat

CpF = -51.56 + 6.7767 - 3.658 x 1Q-3F
- 7.673 x 10-7r3, Jkg- 1 K-1

vapor thermal conductivity

\r = -4.401 x 10-2 + 2.514 x !Q-4r - 3.173

x 10-7r2 + 2.487 x 10-"T3, J m ~ l s~ ' K"1

vapor dynamic viscosity

HF = 3.83 x 10-6 - 3.613 x W^T + 4.911

x IQ-'T2 - 3.577 x 10-14r\ kg m"1 s"1

Liquid fuel properties were assumed to be constant and
evaluated at some average temperature Tj = (T() + TB)/2 =
332.8 K. They are as follows:

C,,, = 2383.89, J k g - 1 K"1

A, - 1.1768 x 10-1, J m - 1 s'1 K"1

p, = 649.38, k g m ~ 3
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